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L

ockdown. One of those words which you only ever heard in jail-break movies, it became
a dreaded part of everyday language. And as our tongue got used to this unaccustomed
word, our hands developed a new taste for alcohol. With the widespread use of high octane
hand sanitiser, your mitts were generally having a better time than you …
Of course, the lockdowns also ushered in a complete cancellation of our social lives. We
compensated (for those lucky enough not to be in the front line) by endless box sets, sudoko
until our brains were numb, taking too long to cook dinner, or listlessly staring out of the
window. Hopeless inertia set in …
But hurrah! Life is returning to normal – somewhat. Many have wholeheartedly embraced a
return to normal(ish) pub life, and many pubs seem pretty much back to normal. But it’s clear
that many people are still a bit reluctant to pop down to their local. A carryover of lockdown
listlessness? Just too used to sitting in front of the box with some bottles and a takeout? Simply can’t afford to? Or an understandable reluctance to venture out while the virus is still
around?
We must all make our own decisions. But we urge all our readers, if able, to get off the sofa
and support their local. Not only will you benefit (an Oxford University study from 2016
showed that going to your local “makes you happier, healthier and more sociable”) but you
will also be contributing to safeguarding the future of your local. Your local provides not
only a safe and sociable place to drink, but is also a valuable part of your local economy. Use
it or lose it!

Care to join us for our annual
Xmas crawl? We’ll be having our usual gentle wander around
Lichfield on Saturday 11th December, and all are welcome. You can join us from the beginning, or meet up at a pub of your choice! Our timetable should be roughly as follows:

1:00pm
2:00pm
2:45pm
3:30pm
4:15pm
5:00pm
6:00pm

Duke of York
Whippet Inn
Beerbohm
Pig
Brewhouse & Kitchen
Horse & Jockey
Bitter-Suite

Like more information? There’s a map on the website, or you can contact us at
LST.Camra@gmail.com. See you there!
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Colne Crawl

C

olne, which will be hosting the Pendle CAMRA Beer Festival in 2022, is a market town
in Lancashire, between Burnley and Skipton. Steve, Wayne, and I had the pleasure of
visiting it for Colne FC v Tamworth FC in the FA Trophy.
First stop after arriving by train was the Wallace Hartley, a Wetherspoon pub on the main
street, named after the bandleader on the Titanic. An impressive array of guest ales was available, mostly from local breweries, including Worsthorne Great White, which was in good
condition. It was then just a minute’s walk to the Northern Whisper Tap Room, a former
bank which had been converted to a large pub. Three of the brewery’s own cask beers were
on hand pump, namely Northern Whisper Plan B, Yammerhouse and Beltie, and all were
excellent. Guest ales from Brunswick and Bank Top were also available, as well as several
keg lines. There are also Northern Whisper tap rooms in nearby Rawtenstall and Ramsbottom. Well worth a visit!
From here it was down a steep hill to the Good Beer
Guide 2022-listed Admiral Lord Rodney, right. Six
real ales were available, all from different breweries. I
opted for Pennine Backbone whilst admiring the unspoilt interior of this traditional pub. It was then a trek
up the same steep hill and back across the main street
to the Cask ‘N’ Keg, a micropub offering three real
ales and a large selection of gins. Wishbone EeZee was
indeed easy to drink!
After two more hills and the match (which Tamworth won on penalties) we returned to another micropub, Boyce’s Barrel, another GBG entry. Five real ales were available on hand
pump from breweries near and far. We all opted for the Settle Jericho, a quaffable blonde ale.
It became apparent why Colne is blessed with several decent pubs – to quench the thirst after
walking up and down so many steep hills!
After a short train journey, it was time to try the two GBG-listed pubs in Burnley town centre. The New Brew-m is the town centre outlet for Reedley Hallows beers and there was a
good range available, plus a guest from Prospect brewery. Reedley Hallows Griffin IPA
was my choice and was spot on. Next up was
the Bridge Bier Huis, left, a proper ale
house in every sense with a great range of
beers and a good atmosphere. Saltaire Titus
was in top condition. We also tried a third
pub, the Micro Swan, but this only had one
cask ale available; Worsthorne Pack Horse
was a very ordinary traditional bitter.
After leaving Burnley a change of trains in Leeds was required and there was time to visit the
Hop under the station. Ossett Desert Rat, a golden ale and Ossett Voodoo, a chocolate orange
stout, were both superb. It was then a direct train to Tamworth where the Old Bank House
was the final call with Crafty Brewing Dark Fox rounding off a great day on the beer front!
Adrian Smith
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Nuneaton & Bedworth Roundup

P

ublication of the 2022 Good Beer Guide was delayed due to the ongoing problems associated with the Covid pandemic and the uncertainty of whether the nominated entries
would still be trading at the time of publication. We are pleased to report that the Rose Inn
makes a welcome return to the Guide, having been absent for the last 3 years. The Felix Holt
too is worthy of a mention as they have now achieved 10 consecutive years in the Guide (13
years in total). Church End Brewery Tap and the Lord Nelson also continue to notch up
successive entries (18 and 28 years respectively).
The annual search for a worthy recipient of the coveted Pub of the Year is now underway, as
is the selection of nominations for next year’s Good Beer Guide. Members can help with the
selection process by submitting their beer scores via WhatPub.com.
The Rose Inn has finally received a long overdue refurbishment, closing on 22nd November
with a planned reopening on 3rd December. As part of the refurb, it is expected that all fixed
seating will be removed in favour of a more flexible table and chair arrangement. Covid restrictions permitting, representatives from CAMRA branches across the Midlands will meet
at the Rose on 26th March 2022 to celebrate the 50th anniversary of CAMRA’s first annual
general meeting that was held there half a century ago. More details in the next issue.
The Blue Bear in Nuneaton has become the latest addition to CAMRA’s LocAle scheme,
where pubs source their beers from local suppliers. It will be the only pub in the town centre
to serve a selection of Church End beers.
The Silk Mill in Nuneaton has started experimenting with locally sourced beers, beginning
with a selection from the nearby Byatt’s brewery.
Glynn & Debra Roberts of the Weavers Arms, Fillongley were invited to attend the Annual
Air Ambulance awards ceremony in September, where they were highly commended for
their outstanding charity fundraising.
In a similar vein, the Lord Hop has purchased a lifesaving defibrillator with the help of the
Friends of the Lord Hop and regulars. However, the fundraising doesn’t stop there – they are
now concentrating on funding the upkeep of the equipment and the appropriate First Aid
training.
Barry Everitt
CAMRA discounts in Nuneaton & Bedworth :
Acorn, Horeston Grange
Anker, Weddington
Attleborough Arms
Bear & Ragged Staff, Bedworth
Black Swan in Hand
Chase Inn, Higham Lane
Crows Nest
Felix Holt
Silk Mill

10% with membership card
10% with membership card
10% with membership card
CAMRA 50p vouchers
10% with membership card
10% with membership card
10% with membership card
CAMRA 50p vouchers
10% with membership card

Please note that all the above discounts are at the discretion of the licensee and may be
withdrawn at any time.
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A Visit To Everards Meadows

A Visit To Everards Meadows cont.

was invited by friends to take a tour of the new state of the art Everards Brewery at Everards Meadows, adjacent to Fosse Park south of Leicester. As there are few local Everards
pubs near to me, I was keen to go along and see what was on offer.

The brewery output is cask, minicask, minikeg, and keg. There is a small capacity bottling
plant, but bottles are solely for sale in the shop. On the tour you get a glimpse of the end
stages of the brewing process as the beers are prepared for onward shipment. The tour proceeds through a smaller brewing area (picture 3) where experimental and limited-volume
seasonal brews are prepared. There are plans to open this facility for brew days.
Finally you are out into the impressive beer hall where you get to taste some of the beers,
with three third-pints included in the price (£20) of the tour. Rather than the usual range, I
opted for three which were new to me (picture 4). The Green Hop is a once-a-year brew with
green freshly-picked hops. The straw-coloured result was smooth with a very fresh, mildly
hoppy flavour and a fruity aftertaste (I’d score it 7/10). Vienna Lager was another small batch
keg brew – copper coloured and malty, in the Vienna style, but not really to my taste (5/10).
Finally, Tank Ale I think is brewed exclusively for the beer hall. It’s a copper-coloured premium bitter, both malty and fruity (6/10). On the day there were unfortunately no dark beers
to sample and all the beers were slightly too cold for my taste.
Tours run from Thursday to Sunday, at 10.30am and 3pm each day. For me the whole development of Everards Meadows has created a ‘destination’, with brewery, beerhall, food and
leisure space. It deserves to be successful and I really think it will be. Plus, it’s a great alternative if you’re averse to trailing around the Fosse Park shops …
John Rowling

I

The brewery is close to junction 21 of the M1 and set in 70 acres of countryside opened up
by the Everards family for public leisure – there were cyclists and walkers on paths and
tracks, taking in the river Soar and the Grand Union canal. Onsite there is a cycle-hire shop
along with a coffee shop.
The brewery tour starts with the obligatory video detailing the history of Everards, leading on
to the development of the impressive public space of Everards Meadows. The walls of the
video room are adorned with old photos illustrating Everards history, along with some brewing memorabilia and the changing branding of their flagship Tiger bitter.
Everards does indeed have an impressive history of brewing, stretching back to 1849 when
the brewing took place in Southgate Street in Leicester. A new brewery was built in 1875,
and as the beer trade boomed, additional premises were acquired in Burton-upon-Trent
(Bridge Brewery 1892 and Trent Brewery in 1898). The latter was later renamed the Tiger
Brewery in honour of the Leicestershire Regiment, who were awarded the ‘Royal Tiger’
badge in recognition of their service in India. Rugby buffs will also be aware that the local
rugby team go by the name Leicester Tigers.
In 1985 a new brewery was built at Castle Acres, close to what is now the large retail area
known as Fosse Park on the outskirts of Leicester. Fast forward to today and Castle Acres is
now part of the retail park with the shiny new brewery rebuilt across the road at Everards
Meadows. The Everards distribution centre is just down the road in Glenfield.
Everards is still an independent family-run concern (now in its fifth generation) and they’re
proud to stress the local links with suppliers, contractors and as a local employer. Indeed, the
vast majority of their 150 or so pubs are in Leicestershire and the wider East Midlands area.
On to the tour proper. It has to be said that for the spectator, modern brewing is just a series
of stainless steel vessels connected together with more stainless steel pipes. As this is cutting
edge computer-controlled brewing, there’s not a lot to see, and to compound things this was
cleaning day so there were no brews in progress! The brewing process was expertly described
by our guide Clare, and to break the stainless steel monotony there were malts and hop samples to handle, taste and smell, as picture 1.

1

2

Although there wasn’t a Burton Union Set in sight, Everards have integrated some older
pieces into the new brewery. Picture 2 shows a yeast press which is used to recover surplus
yeast.
Green credentials are on show with solar panels, and schemes for heat and water reuse and
recovery. Spent mash is used by local farmers as feed, though this of course is recycling that
brewers old and small have been doing for centuries!
You can peer through the lab window at pipettes, test tubes and state of the art electronic
analysers for ensuring the correct gravity, colour, clarity and quality of the end product. No
beer leaves site without undergoing strict quality controls. Everards also retain samples from
each cask brew so that they can analyse the same batch that is currently on sale in their pubs.
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Birmingham Pub Stroll

A

Birmingham pub stroll? Don’t mind if I do! That was the
invitation on a promotional postcard, launched to coincide
with the re-opening of the White Swan in Digbeth. The pub is
now being run by Nigel Barker (of Wellington fame) and his
team, who presently look after five pubs in Brum. The pub stroll
invites you to visit all five pubs, drink a pint in each, and then
enjoy a free pint in the White Swan. Game on!
The Bull, below, on Price Street is an excellent place to start, using the walk from New Street
to work up an appetite for the hearty food served here
(every day apart from Sunday, until 8pm). But beer is the
first priority of course – regulars of Old Hooky and Oakham
Citra, plus a guest of Oakham Height Of Oblivion (at a very
quaffable 3.9% despite the name).
Reversing the maxim of a bull in a china shop, the Bull is
something of a showcase for china, with a profusion of pottery: many hundreds of jugs, thimbles, plates and other
items decorate the ceiling and walls. It all adds to the cosiness of this lovely boozer, which feels very much like a
community local. Good old-fashioned cooking too – you
may well need another pint to let your lunch go down.
On then to the Wellington in the centre of the city. Not much to be said about the Welly that
hasn’t already been said – it’s one of those flagship pubs which was in at the beginning of
Birmingham’s reinvention as a real ale city. The addition of an upstairs area plus an elevated
outdoor area to the rear has only added to its appeal. As usual, plenty of appeal on the bar,
and here I go for two excellent but contrasting dark beers – Rudgate No 1 Vanilla Mild and
Peerless Oatmeal Stout.
On to New Street then, where preparations for the Christmas Market were already in evidence, despite it only being late October. The event should be in full swing by the time you
read this, and how well attended it turns out to be will be an interesting comment on the public attitude to large gatherings.
But, this is all in the future as I descend into the Post Office Vaults. Of the five pubs on the
Barker ale trail, the Vaults is the odd one out; there’s only so much prettifying you can do
with a windowless subterranean bar. But they’ve always got a nice choice of ales – up to
eight – and in the unlikely event that those don’t keep you happy, there’s an overwhelming
choice of bottled beers, mostly Belgian, but Germany and the US are also well represented.
I’m happy with cask, and correspondingly happy with Kinver Edge of 17 and Green Duck
Vanilla Sky. Both the Welly and Vaults are brilliant for proximity to New Street rail station,
even if this pigs ear of a station concourse now means that locating and getting to the correct
platform is a time-wasting mess – a transparent exercise in crowd control rather than customer convenience.
It’s a strange comment on the current ale scene that the beer is the next place is disappointingly clear. The pub is the classic Woodman and the beer is Ossett Nectaron – described as
naturally hazy but it’s clear as a bell! Still, no complaints – the New Zealand hops have given
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Birmingham Pub Stroll cont.
it a real orangey fruitiness.
The Woodman, right, is an outstanding example of that redbrick-and-terracotta so characteristic of many of Birmingham’s
Victorian-era pubs – or those that survive at any rate. Nigel
Barker and team can take full credit for the survival of the
Woodman, whose restoration from a fairly sorry state is detailed in a book which is available to peruse in the pub. There’s
a classic interior too, featuring Minton tiles, though with a burst
of Halloween enthusiasm most of this is obscured by spray-on
cobwebs during my visit. Student vibe? Dunno, but do visit this
place during more normal times when its gentle splendour can
be appreciated. It’s another good place to eat as well – straightforward pub grub is served until 7pm, except on Sundays.
Right next to the Woodman is the monumental Curzon Street rail station building, though at
present it’s totally obscured by scaffolding as it undergoes its restoration for that much-loved
project, HS2. Leaving the station behind, it’s a good fifteen-minute walk to the final port of
call, made longer by all the faffing and road-closures for HS2.
For many, the Marston’s-owned White Swan, left,
will have been one of those just-that-bit-too-far
pubs on a Birmingham crawl, particularly when the
nearby Anchor was Digbeth’s premier ale pub. The
roles are now reversed – the White Swan, a striking
Grade II-listed Victorian pub is now a must-visit,
and it only re-opened in September!
It’s another example of a Barker-team rescue. The
pub was sold off by Marston’s in 2019 and boarded
up. After 18 months of closure, acts of interior vandalism and a pox of graffiti left the place looking
like a basket case. Enter Nigel and team. The place has undergone a splendid restoration, and
looks as good as it ever has. There is a wealth of superb Minton tiling, particularly in the corridor to the rear smoke room; lovely leaded windows with stained glass inlays; and a wealth
of highly polished wood in the long bar and bar back. Add in arched mirrors, etched glass
door panels and elegant ceiling panelling and you start to get the picture.
The exterior is equally spic and span. Like the Woodman, it again features the red brick and
terracotta style so loved by architects James & Lister Lea, who designed both pubs and indeed put their trademark style onto and into so many Brum pubs of the era.
It says something about the place that we haven’t even mentioned the ale yet! Six hand pulls
adorn the bar, and all were in use during this visit. The outstanding Wheelie Pale from Fixed
Wheel is a regular, but I opted for the splendid Empire Chocolate & Cherry Mild and (free
pint time!) a Nailmaker Citra to finish off with.
Feel like doing the pub stroll yourself? Sadly you’ve missed out on the free-pint promotion
(it ran to the end of November), but it’s well worth the walk!
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Tipple Tattle
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE
There will be a change of licensee at the Bulls Head in Polesworth, brought about by the
untimely death of landlord Andy Fairfield, as reported in the last issue of this magazine.
We’ll have to wait and see what this will mean for the pub, but clearly our hope is that the
place will continue to offer a range of interesting real ales.
We note that a three-year-old planning application has been resurrected regarding the Yard
(aka Foster’s Yard) pub in Polesworth. It would see virtually all of the large car park given
over to housing (five small houses and a flat above a parking bay). The pub however would
remain unchanged, aside from the loss of parking. A decision is pending.
The Angel Ale House in Atherstone always seems busy these days,
though having the back room sliced off during the summer (as part of a
housing development to the rear) would be a factor! The marquee to
the side will be retained for the foreseeable future though, providing a
useful overflow. There’s always something of interest among the six
ales; one recent surprise was Beowulf’s Boomer, named after brewer
Phil’s late American Bulldog. This was stonkingly hoppy, full of resiny flavours and maybe too assertive for some. Phil reckons it could be
the new batch of hops he’s used, the alpha acids having a bit of bulldog
exuberance to them.
Congratulations to the Lord Hop in Nuneaton, which celebrates its sixth birthday on the 10th
December – well done to Gary in offering a fine selection of beers over the years! It’s not a
new thing, but we’ve only recently found out that the Hop does a fortnightly curry night,
every alternate Tuesday. The food is ordered in from a changing local ethnic eatery, with the
Hop providing plates and cutlery. There’s no need to book, just turn up before the ordering
deadline of 6pm and you’ll generally be eating by 7pm. It’s as good as dining in a curry
house except that the choice of ales is infinitely better!
The Norton at Coleshill (near Coleshill Parkway rail station) is no more – it re-opened in
May as the New Coleshill Bar & Grill. It’s still a pub, but sadly the hand pulls are gone. The
emphasis now seems to be more on authentic Indian food, with a fairly standard curry house
menu. Why is there so little overlap between good curry and real ale? Quite what led to the
demise of the Norton is not clear, but it probably wasn’t the pandemic – just before Covid
struck, the place was hit with an eye-watering fine of £136,000 for a string of serious hygiene
breaches. Happily the new venture has five-star rating from the Food Standards Agency.
Brewing has resumed at the Dog Inn at Nether Whitacre, with two casks of Ted’s Tipple being served in early November. Gary is hoping to brew once a fortnight, but as it’s only a 9gallon brewery, you'll still need to be lucky to sample a Whitacre Brewing beer! Beers from
Halton Turner over in Birmingham have also been on offer – Primo previously, and Babyface
during our visit. As well as its usual food offerings, the pub serves a full English breakfast for
£4.50 from 9 until 11 on Wednesdays (and the bar is open then too). Why just Wednesday?
The pub is patronised by a group of bikers who breakfast at the pub before heading over to
their regular classic motorcyclists’ meet at Hoar Park.
Gary has beaten Oliver of the nearby Griffin Inn of Shustoke at getting back into brewing –
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Tipple Tattle cont.
no Freestyle beers on the bar yet! Looks likely that we’re not going to see any action on the
brewing front this side of Christmas.
Atherstone’s Bubble Inn was featuring Oakham Citra in November, though it was easily missed from a casual peer through
the window as it didn’t have a proper pump clip. It was the real
McCoy though, and at a reasonable £3.40 a pint – far more sensible than the £4-plus prices during the pub’s previous life as the
White Horse under Steamin’ Billy. We were also pleased to see
that the old White Horse sign has been reinstated as a piece of
internal decoration. It was hardly the height of equestrian fine art
(right; town wits of the day suggested that it was a painting of a
pantomime horse) but it’s a welcome reminder of when the pub
had a more proletarian name.
That said, it may be that the bubble has burst, as both the Atherstone and Furnace End Bubbles are on the market – at £425,000 for the Atherstone freehold and £395,000 for that at Furnace End, should you be feeling flush. Maybe the White Horse and the Bull (as the Furnace
End pub was called previously) will be making a return …
As of December, there’s new management at Atherstone’s Maid of the Mill following the
departure of landlady Rachael Haddon.

STAFFORDSHIRE
In summer, a license was granted for 10 Colehill in Tamworth. This is the handsome whitefronted building just down the hill from, and on the same side as, the Penny Black. The license application has the name Sheriff of Tamworth, but beyond the fact that it will be serving real ale, we’re not sure what sort of place it will be. Maybe find out in December?
From new to old – relatively – we note that Tamworth’s King’s Ditch turned seven at the
end of November! The events for the anniversary weekend included a charity raffle and of
course, some special anniversary beer. Well done to all at the award-winning Ditch for seven
enjoyable years.
And – this is turning into a birthday issue! – we will also be celebrating the fourth birthday of
the Tamworth Tap in December. This will be marked (possibly on the 22nd of December
but check on Facebook closer to) by “Saxons, Fire, Food and Ale”. And to get you in the
mood, the Tap will be offering Christmas-themed ales from the 9th onwards.
And to round off the birthdays in the LST branch, December will also see anniversaries for
two other stars of the beer scene, both in Lichfield – the Beerbohm (six years) and BitterSuite (four years).
We’re pleased to note that Tamworth’s Old Bank House is now offering an ale discount to
CAMRA members, bringing the number of LST branch pubs offering a discount up to an
impressive 45 – see page 29 for details of them. It makes being a CAMRA member more
worthwhile than ever, so if you need to join up, go to page 28 for details of how to join!
Less positively, we note that Corey’s Sports Bar in Tamworth closed towards the end of
November, citing the extreme financial pressures of the last couple of years, along with staffLast Orders Dec/Jan 2022
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Tipple Tattle cont.
ing and supply issues. Clearly it’s too early to say what the future holds for the building,
though it’s probably fair to say that in the guise of Corey’s it was not an ale drinker’s haven.
The Horse & Jockey at Freeford has been looking pretty sorry for itself, closed and with
metal grating over the windows. But things are looking up as we understand that the lease has
been taken on by the proprietor of the Red Lion just down the road in Hopwas.
The tenants at Glascote’s Dolphin Inn left in mid October, with owners Star Heineken stating that the pub would be closed for “8-12 weeks for maintenance work”. This should see the
place re-opening sometime in the new year.
We’re pleased to note that the Horse & Jockey in Lichfield has started doing lunchtime food
again, now with something of a Mediterranean slant. This will be served from 12-3 Tuesday
to Friday, and 11-4 Saturday. The pub is also opening earlier (11am) on Saturday and Sunday, compared to noon for the rest of the week. The ale offerings are back to the normal full
complement – four regulars, four changing guests. The pub has featured in the Good Beer
Guide since 2011, so with its inclusion in the recently released GBG 2022, the pub is now
celebrating 12 consecutive years!
Good news of a sort regarding the currently-closed Greyhound at Lichfield. Yet another
planning application was made in March, to build eight houses on land surrounding the pub.
This has been refused, in part for the cramped nature of the development, but primarily because it would have a “detrimental impact upon the future operations and viability of the
pub.” An eight-dwelling plan was previously approved, but the developers have pursued an
incremental approach of applications which impinge ever more on the pub, so it’s great that
the council have so firmly and explicitly rebuffed the latest. Quite what this means for the
pub is another matter; let’s hope that the owners see sense and generate some income from it
as a pub rather than letting it languish as an empty building! The pub is currently listed as an
ACV – Asset of Community Value – and LST CAMRA branch will look to retain this in the
future.
With winter on its way, the Trinity Brew Co Tap in Lichfield has revised its openings to be
less frequent, generally on the first weekend of each month, but December should see them in
action on the first three weekends. The message has to be, check before travelling!
Lichfield estate pub the Saxon Penny was re-opened with a new name at the end of November, after a two-month refurbishment. Now just over eight years old, the pub will be known
as the Ink Well. We don’t know why it now bears this name, but having said that the original
name was fairly nonsensical – it supposedly referred to the Staffordshire Hoard, that famous
collection of non-coin artefacts. Expect the usual Marston’s ales and meal deals.
Good news from the Crown at Elford, which told us that it has plans to restart brewing on its
tiny kit in the New Year. With its selection for the new Good Beer Guide 2022, this means
that it now has 10 consecutive years in the good book. We can feel a presentation coming on!

WEST MIDLANDS
It is hoped that the Ale Hub micropub will open in Mere Green at sometime in December.
This is at 4 Hill Village Road, close to the roundabout which joins the Lichfield Road. It will
be the fourth micropub in a family-run chain, with the others at Shirley. Dickens Heath, and
the outskirts of Worcester. There are already published opening hours for the Mere Green
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Tipple Tattle cont.
outlet of 12-10pm, 12-11pm Thursday-Saturday. Its opening should bring a sorely-needed
touch of diversity to an area dominated by national chains.
One of the few other micropubs in our bit of the West Midlands is the Brew House at
Streetly, which we are told is still offering a good range of ales (a relief, as it is in GBG
2022!), but has now started offering more substantial snacks, including weekend hot pork
cobs with roast spuds and all the trimmings. See Facebook for an idea of the menu.
The Boldmere Harvester discontinued real ale in the wake of the pandemic, going so far as
to remove the hand pulls. No great loss maybe (it served Pedigree and Doom Bar last we
knew), and at least there’s still plenty going on ale-wise in the neighbouring Wetherspoon,
the Bishop Vesey.

BEYOND THE BORDERS
Joining Nuneaton’s Lord Hop in celebrating a sixth birthday is the Elbow Room Ale & Cider House in Hinckley, which opened in late November 2015. Well done to Tim, family and
team for their efforts! The birthday was marked by a Brew York tap takeover, featuring a
dozen beers in both cask and keg.
After a year’s gap, the Great British Beer Festival Winter is returning to Birmingham’s
New Bingley Hall. It runs from 9th to 12th February, bringing cheer during the depths of
winter. They’ve yet to publish much detail about it but there’s sure to be plenty to go at.
PLEASE NOTE, this event now cancelled.
We were pleased to be contacted by bar manager Sam from the Bird In Hand at Austrey.
It’s a North Warwickshire pub but just outside the LST branch boundary due to a quirk
of postcodes (it is currently under the Hinckley & Bosworth branch). It’s still a Marston’s
pub – one of the reasons why we haven’t paid
it much attention over the years! – but now
has an excellent selection of ales, remarkable
for a country village pub. There’s always
Pedigree plus a changing Marston’s ale, but
the real interest lies in the four guests. For our
first visit there were beers from Salopian,
Chapter, Tollgate and Oakham. They’ve used
a so-called Market Rent Option (which loosens the beer tie, albeit with a generally higher
rent) to buy beers independently of Marston’s, and they certainly seem to be using it
to the max! Ale prices are above average but
well worth it for the choices.
● Thanks to contributors Graham P, Adam R,
● Richard N, Eric R, Ryan H, John R, Phil H,
● Martin W, Louise G, Adrian S
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All In Good Taste

All In Good Taste cont.

’ve enjoyed drinking beer for many years, and I know the beers that I like and the ones I
don’t like so much, just from the first taste. And to be honest, without giving it a great deal
of consideration beyond that initial reaction. A CAMRA taste training session seemed an
ideal opportunity to get a better appreciation of the subtleties of tasting. And if the session is
held in the always excellent Tamworth Tap, what more reason do you need?
Run by the West Midlands regional tasting coordinator
Geoff Cross, the primary aim of the course is to train up
beer tasters capable of producing tasting notes for the cask
ales listed in the Good Beer Guide. There’s also the option
of progressing to judging, in competitions such as
CAMRA’s Champion Beer of Britain. Geoff is pictured
right in full flow (or full pour).
After introductions we launched into an anatomical description of the mouth, tongue and the olfactory system. 5,000
taste buds and 400 olfactory receptors allow humans to distinguish over 10,000 different smells. This gives the beer
taster plenty of scope to define a primary taste profile (malt,
roast, hops, caramel, citrus etc) of a beer, as well as identify
other contributing flavours such as coffee, chocolate, fruits
and so on.
The training was interactive and so we moved on to what we’d all been waiting for – the first
tasting. To our surprise this wasn’t beer but good old H₂O. Geoff had prepared samples of
spring water with miniscule amounts of flavouring to represent the basic tastes of sweet, sour,
bitter and salt (umami didn’t get a look in). Although at first the six samples just tasted of
water, gradually more and more tasters correctly identified the flavours. Pretty impressive to
identify a sour taste in water with just 0.05% vinegar added.
Geoff then went through the flavours beer derives from the malt types used (pale, crystal and
roast for example) and the flavours derived from the vast range of hop varieties available. He
then went on to suggest we split beer tasting into five steps: appearance, aroma, taste, aftertaste and style. I suppose most of these steps were what I’d always been subconsciously doing when quaffing a pint, but at a fairly simple level – my sequence would be; looks ok,
smells ok and tastes ok, with little thought about what ‘ok’ actually meant. This for me was a
light bulb moment and has changed the way I now view and taste my humble pint. Now it
isn’t ‘looks ok’ but is what does it look like? Not ‘smells ok’ or ‘tastes ok’ but what are those
subtle aromas and tastes?
Style needs a little more explanation. CAMRA have defined 12 beer styles from milds and
session bitters through to flavoured speciality beers. There’s nothing absolute about the 12
(for example the Great American Beer Festival has 92 styles!), it just provides a useful classification of the type of beer you’re drinking, as well as providing categories for the Champion
Beer of Britain competition.
Once you’ve tasted a beer, there’s a CAMRA beer tasting card on which to record your view
of a particular beer. It records the basic facts (brewer, name, ABV) and then your assessment
– colour, clarity, body, mouthfeel, style, the taste profile for aroma, taste and aftertaste as

well as recording other flavours. It is important to also note any unwanted ‘off’ flavours like
sulphur, cardboard, cabbage or metallic notes.
The next pleasurable step was to taste a range of beers, but this was accompanied by some
trepidation – as well as tasting the beer we had to assess it on the tasting card. It was akin to
taking an exam but with a glass of beer in hand. This was a probably the best session of the
training and was entered into enthusiastically by all attendees. The Tap staff kept us supplied
with a great selection of beer styles, and with my newly acquired appreciation I came up with
the following musings on them:
Tamworth White Lady 3.9%: a light golden, smooth session bitter, very drinkable and refreshing.
Laine Breaker Pale Ale 4.1%: a bright golden session pale ale, hoppy and fruity with a slight
bitter aftertaste.
Brew York Tonkoko 4.3%: billed as a stout, we reclassified this one as a speciality flavoured
beer. Caramel dominated the taste of this very sweet stout with chocolate, coconut and vanilla all in there.
Saltaire Best 4.4%: a classic premium bitter, rich and malty with fruity hop undertones.
The beers were regularly supplied to us by the Tap’s staff and credit to George and the Tap
for having a great variety of beers to complement our taste training. Louise laid on an excellent lunch for us, as well as taking the pictures! In my view the training was a great success, a
sentiment echoed by my fellow attendees. Geoff made the session interesting, informative
and interactive. Lots of discussion and debate about beer tasting and styles carried on
throughout the day. My only criticism would be the length of the course; it could probably do
with being around 4 hours as opposed to the scheduled 5½. But that aside, our thanks to
Geoff – ten out of ten. If you get a chance to attend a future taste training session. go for it!
John Rowling

I
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Next LST Branch Meetings; please come along and say hello!
Mon 6th Dec 7.30pm, Three Tuns, Sutton Coldfield, B72 1XS
Sat 11th Dec, Lichfield Xmas Crawl, see page 2
Tue 4th Jan 7.30pm, Whippet Inn, Lichfield, WS13 6JP
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Major Milestone for the Vesey

W

ith the various Covid lockdowns, this magazine has been out of print for 18 months,
and one casualty of that was proper recognition of a major achievement by the Bishop
Vesey in Boldmere – 20 consecutive years in CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide. And beating us
to it in terms of getting it into print was Wetherspoon News, a double blow! We did at least
have our input to that article, so we repeat the words of LST chairman George Greenaway
below, along with the accompanying picture of gaffer Siobhan:
In our view, the Bishop Vesey (known by members as
the Vesey) has long been one of the best pubs in the
Sutton Coldfield region. Twenty consecutive years in the
Good Beer Guide is a striking achievement, with no
other pub in the Sutton area even coming close in that
regard. Consistent beer quality is key, of course, helped
along by a diversity of ale choices – and the Vesey
certainly delivers on both.
It’s a truism that the publican makes the pub and, in this
case, full marks go to Siobhan and her outstanding staff
for this sustained performance – it requires an
unflagging attention to detail. We think that Siobhan’s
long tenure at the helm has been a major factor in the
pub’s continued success.
This success has included 11 consecutive years as our
Pub of the Year for the Sutton region – another
unparalleled accomplishment! Siobhan is always first to
give credit to her staff when the awards come around –
and it is evident that she runs a happy ship.
We’re also very appreciative of Siobhan’s support of the
local CAMRA branch, particularly for our branch
magazine and our annual Tamworth Beer Festival.
We’re also happy to note that the pub scene is
improving significantly in the Sutton area – The Vesey
raised the bar… and other pubs have followed its lead.
The above has all been somewhat overtaken by events, as November saw
the launch of GBG 2022 – and guess which pub can now celebrate 21
consecutive entries? Looks like it’s the chance of the LST branch to
make their own presentation to Siobhan and team!
The Good Beer Guide is the UK's definitive guidebook to the
pubs serving the best pints of traditional real ale across the
UK. The Guide features 4,500 pubs chosen independently by
CAMRA members. To order your copy, head to:
shop1.camra.org.uk
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Turner Round

Turner Round cont.

pint is such a soothing thing after you’ve been through a stressful experience. I slump
into one of the comfy seats in Coventry’s Golden Cross, below, with a Byatt’s Mahana
IPA; its leafy hoppy and dry resiny taste are a perfect antidote to the trauma of the last half
hour. You’ve maybe guessed – I’ve just been in the nearby Herbert Art Gallery at an exhibition for the Turner Prize, supposedly
a Petri dish for the best of British art. But four of the five installations were in the Really? This is art? category, and only one
struck me as genuinely inventive and actually requiring some
effort. Which one? Ah! Find out for yourself (free, running to
12th January) and then reward yourself afterwards with a minor
pub crawl!

pork pie and cheese platters if you’re hungry), and I subsequently popped back for their
splendid mid-November beer festival. They generally have two festivals a year, a good time
to visit if you need an excuse.

A

With Bath Gem and Titanic Plum Porter also on, I could have
lingered longer in the venerable Golden Cross (dating from the
1500s and miraculously missed by the Luftwaffe), but then it
would hardly have been a pub crawl would it?
Sticking with ancient, I head over to Spire Bar, based in all that
remains of Christ Church; the church itself survived the initial
Luftwaffe raids but its luck ran out during a raid in 1941. Now the
remaining spire – one of the city’s trademark three spires – is a bar
for Coventry’s Dhillon’s brewery. Most of the drinking space is
outside in series of cosy heated booths, but the smallish vaulted
interior is a unique drinking space worth seeking out. The barman
happily gives me a sample of their single gravity cask ale, and
while it’s a lovely whisky-ish barley wine of 8%, it’s too much of
a showstopper for this time of day (though it might be suitable
anaesthetic if you’re heading over to the Turner Prize exhibition
afterwards). Instead they have a range of Dhillon’s cans and bottles, so I go for a bottle of Ambler Gambler, a nicely spicy Vienna-style brew.
If the Golden Cross is pretty old, then the Old Windmill, right, on Spon Street beats it into a cocked hat,
with its claim to date back to 1451. Even if you didn’t
already know that the place was ancient, the clues are
all about, from the low (ouch!) doorways to the seemingly random layout of the interior which has evolved
over the years. A good example is the tiny snug to the
right of the entrance door; I recalled this as the miniscule bar area when I visited many decades ago as a
spotty teenager, something which I could only verify
recently from architectural plans displayed in the pub.
On the bar there’s an unfiltered Brew York beer which is a must, and while it tastes juicily
lovely, it looks murkily dreadful and even a bit anaemically pale. They called it Haze Of
Thunder, but this is maybe because The Thick Totally Impenetrable Soup Of Really Lousy
Weather would have been difficult to fit on a pump clip. It’s a lovely pub (try the outstanding
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Three ancient buildings visited so far, and yet Coventry is supposed to be unashamedly modern. Only one way to resolve
that, and it’s a pretty obvious move anyway – finish off by visiting Coventry’s first and (to date) only micropub, Hops
D’Amour, pictured right. As mentioned in the previous issue,
it opened in May of this year, in a former shop which presumably dates from the 1950s rebuild of Coventry. Six hand pulls,
and they’re often all in use. Various interesting ales on this
visit, but star of the show has to be Marble’s Uppe Hela Natten.
This is a shockingly nice coffee beer, full of exotic fresh bean
flavour; smoky and dense, there’s just a hint of accompanying
sweetness to make it all hang together. The name is apparently
Swedish for ‘up all night’, and given the amount of caffeine
that must be in there, take this as fair warning if you’re drinking this late on!



All pubs with the exception of Spire Bar have live beer boards on the RealAleFinder app

Deep-Fried Beer?

S

ome of the best ideas come out of America, and also some of the worst. Arguably in the
latter category is deep-fried beer, a concept which has apparently been around since
2010, when first revealed at the Texas State Fair of that year.
Ignoring for a moment the why of deep-fried beer, what’s the how? Even the most inept chef
would probably recognise that simply dunking beer – having a boiling point very similar to
water – into oil at around 200°C is going to result in either a visit to the plastic surgeon, or a
visit from the fire service. The trick apparently is to make a ravioli-like pocket from a sticky
dough, seal it up with a few teaspoons of beer inside, and then deep-fry rapidly before the
beer vapourises and goes off like a landmine.
And so on to the why? The cynic might say that, given we’re talking American beer, this is
probably better than simply drinking it. But apparently the beer of choice is Guinness, presumably so that the resulting confection actually tastes of something. According to inventor
Mark Zable – who has even patented the process – it tastes like “you took a bite of hot pretzel
dough and then took a drink of beer.” Raising the question of, why not avoid all the faff and
just eat hot pretzels with beer? Still, it won the “Most Creative” award at the Texas fair that
year, although with it being the “land of freedom”, the Texas Alcohol Commission ruled that
you needed to be over 21 to try them.
If the idea of deep-fried beer still has you reeling, it’s worth noting that the 2009 winner of
the Texas fair fried food competition was a recipe for deep-fried butter.
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55 Wade Street, Lichfield
Acorn, Lichfield
Amington Inn, Amington
Angel, Lichfield
Angel Ale House, Atherstone
Beerbohm, Lichfield
Beggars Bush, New Oscott
Bishop Vesey, Boldmere
Bitter-Suite, Lichfield
Bole Bridge, Tamworth
Bottle Of Sack, Sutton Coldfield
Bowling Green, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Sutton Coldfield
Bulls Head, Shenstone
Crown, Four Oaks
Duke of York, Lichfield
Four Oaks, Four Oaks
Fox & Dogs, Four Oaks
Fox Inn, Coton nr Tamworth
Fradley Arms, Fradley
Gamecock, Birchmoor
George & Dragon, Lichfield
Hardwick Arms, Streetly
Hedgehog, Lichfield
Holly Bush, Little Hay
Horse & Jockey, Sutton Coldfield
Mare Pool, Mere Green
Market Tavern, Atherstone
Market Vaults, Tamworth
Oak, Walmley
Old Bank House, Tamworth
Old School House, Mere Green
Penny Black, Tamworth
Phoenix, Tamworth
Queens Head, Lichfield
Queslett, Streetly
Railway Inn, Whitacre Heath
Sir Robert Peel, Tamworth
Station, Sutton Coldfield
Tamworth Tap, Tamworth
Whippet Inn, Lichfield
White Horse, Curdworth
White Horse, Whitehouse Common
Wigginton, Wigginton
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NEW

NEW

(until 6pm)

Beer Snippets
We think it’s important to highlight when the Portman
Group – an alcohol industry watchdog funded by the big
multinationals in the trade – takes a pop at yet another
small brewer. So the latest victim is the De La Senne
brewery of Brussels for their Taras Boulba label. The
cartoon label is a satire on the Belgian political situation,
and shows a Flemish-speaking brewer threatening to
throw a barrel at his son for marrying a French-speaking
girl. For the Portman panel this “conveyed aggression
and further, connected the violence to alcohol”. In common with many cases considered by the Portman pontificators, no one had actually complained about the label; but if you’re a panel paid for by the likes of AB InBev, Molson Coors and Diageo pissing money at you, you’ll want to justify your existence.
Maybe less nanny-state was the Portman Group’s condemnation of Fok Hing Gin from
Hong Kong. Though in some respects, the company making it have maybe shown some restraint, as it claims to be named after a street in Causeway Bay – Fuk Hing Lane …
Not really a beer snippet, but we were amused by comments from overseas delegates at
Cop26, who were offered cans of that Glaswegian staple, Irn Bru. Said one, “it’s not very
good. It’s like water with a strong sugar taste and a little bit of flavour.” Remind you of any
big-brewer beers in the UK?
Overseas delegates also flocked to Greater Manchester in October for an event also beset by
CO₂, but this time it was the Beer Mile World Classic. This bizarre event – invented in the
US, naturally – involves running a mile while drinking four 12oz bottles of beer. We don’t
know whether you get to choose your tipple, but the rules state that it has to be at least 5%
ABV. It’s well-attended by serious athletes, with this year’s winner setting a new world record of 4 minutes 28 seconds. Rest assured that LST branch will not be sending a team to
next year’s gastric challenge …
Budgets are usually fairly yawn-tastic for the beer drinker, but this year’s was actually
fairly historic, in as much as draught beer served in pubs and clubs will now be taxed at a
lower rate. It represents only a 3p/pint reduction, but it does at least represent a change in
thinking which will go a small way towards redressing the pub vs supermarket imbalance.
That said, the reduction only applies to containers of 40 litres or above – so that cask ale in
4½-gallon pins, or craft beer in 20 or 30 litre kegs will not qualify. With amusing ineptitude,
Sunak and Johnson were pictured at Fourpure brewery in London, brandishing 30 litre kegs
(which do not qualify) to publicise the change! There’s a #makeit20 campaign by the Society
of Independent Brewers to change the unfairness implicit in the arbitrary 40 litre figure.

Nuneaton & Bedworth Diary
7th Dec
11th Jan
8th Feb

Branch Xmas Social – 7:00pm
Branch Meeting & Social – 8:00pm
Branch Meeting & Social – 8:00pm

Lord Hop, Nuneaton
Anker Inn, Weddington
Rose Inn, Nuneaton

See the branch website for up-to-date details: nuneaton.camra.org.uk.
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Thank you for reading Last Orders!
Next edition: 1st February 2022.
Contact us at
LST.Camra@gmail.com
or see
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

